 Talks are held between the Secretary, Telecom, and the AUAB, today the 02-12-2018. It is observed that improvements are there in the issues of allotment of 4G spectrum, Pension Revision and Payment of Pension Contribution by BSNL as per government rule. However, deadlock is prevailing in the issue of 3rd Pay Revision. The AUAB is not convinced with the reply given by the Secretary, Telecom, on the status of this issue.

Under these circumstances, with the view to ensure an opportunity for having a discussion with the Hon'ble Minister of State for Communications, the AUAB has decided to defer the indefinite strike for one week. In case a fruitful settlement does not arise in the meeting with the Hon'ble Minister of State for Communications, the indefinite strike will start from 00:00 hours on 10-12-2018.

Yours sincerely

(P. Ashimanyu)  
Chairman AUAB

K Sebastian  
G.S./BSNLEU

R.S. Venum  
G.S./ALL-OA

V. Subburaman  
G.S. TERO

(M.P. Singh)  
Dy. G.S., BSNL OA

Suresh Kumar  
G.S. BSNL CMS

Pramod Prem  
AUSRSNLATm